(5) The SUS Employment Plan is the Systemwide classification and compensation plan maintained by the Board. Such plan shall consist of the following:

(a) Faculty defines positions assigned the principal responsibility of teaching, research, or public service activities or for administrative responsibility for functions directly related to the academic mission.

(b) A & P defines positions assigned administrative and management responsibilities or professional duties at the department/unit, or above.

1. Employees in A & P positions designated in the Executive Service serve at the will of the Chief Administrative Officer or the Board, do not have tenure, and have no expectation of appointment beyond a 60 days’ notice period.

2. Executive Service positions ordinarily report directly to the Chief Administrative Officer with the exception of specified positions which report to the Board, and include Chancellor, vice chancellor, and vice president, and other positions responsible for policy-making at the executive level.

(c) USPS defines positions assigned professional, paraprofessional, administrative, clerical, secretarial, technical, skilled crafts, service, or maintenance duties.

(d) OPS defines at-will temporary employment.

Specific Authority 240.209(1), (3)(r) FS. Law Implemented 110.112, 110.131, 228.2001(7), 240.209(1), (3)(f), (m), 240.227(1), (5), (19), 240.253, 447.203(2) FS. History–New 1-24-96, Amended 8-12-96.

6C-5.910 Recruitment, Selection, Appointment, and Nonreappointment.

(1) The following provisions govern recruitment, selection, appointment, and nonreappointment.

(a) Qualified applicants are those who meet the minimum qualifications contained in the SUS class specification and the additional competencies required for the specific position in the class unless appointments are with emergency, provisional, or trainee status. Each University shall determine the equivalent education, training, and experience for that contained in the SUS class specification as appropriate for a specific position.

(b) Any person who has been convicted of a felony involving the sale of or trafficking in, or conspiracy to sell or traffic in, a controlled substance as described in Chapter 893, F.S., is disqualified from employment unless conditions outlined in Section 775.16, F.S., are met. Failure to disclose such conviction is cause for dismissal.

(c) Each University shall ensure the spoken English language competence of all prospective and current Faculty involved in classroom instruction, other than courses conducted primarily in a foreign language. For current Faculty, this competence shall be ascertained during the annual evaluation.

(2) Each University’s offer of employment and appointment procedures shall be consistent with the following:

(a) The offer of employment for Faculty and A & P positions shall be conditioned on the return of written acceptance by a specified date.

(b) Each Faculty or A & P employee shall be issued an annual contract or documented appointment. Multi-year contracts, contingent upon funding, are permissible for Faculty and A & P employees.

(c) An offer of tenure is conditioned upon recommendation of the Chief Administrative Officer and approval by the Board.

(3) Each University’s nonreappointment notice to nontenured or nonpermanent status Faculty and A & P that further employment will not be offered shall be consistent with the following:

(a) An appointment shall not create any right, interest or expectancy beyond the specific term set forth in the appointment.

(b) Employees appointed for less than one year, appointed with visiting status, or to a multi-year contract are not entitled to notice of nonreappointment.

(c) Employees are not entitled to notice of nonreappointment who are issued an annual contract stating that employment will cease on the date indicated and no further notice of cessation of employment is required.

(4) Each University shall use the following appointment modifiers which defines the conditions of an employee’s appointment. Such appointment modifiers apply to the appointment of a qualified employee unless otherwise stated.

(a) Faculty Appointment Modifiers:

1. Regular – A continuing appointment or an original temporary appointment which may be followed by a continuing appointment. The appointment modifier is not included in the title.

2. Acting – A limited time appointment to a position primarily assigned administrative duties.

3. Adjunct – An appointment paid from OPS. Adjunct appointments may not be for more than 50% of the time throughout an academic year or full-time for more than twenty-six weeks of a fiscal year, unless approved by the Chief Administrative Officer. Such appointments are for temporary or part-time employment and the term of employment is only for the period specified in the offer.

4. Provisional – An appointment of a person who is not fully qualified, but who is expected to acquire such qualifications in a short period of time.

5. Visiting – An appointment of a person having professional qualifications, when either the person or the position is not expected to be available for more than a limited period of time.

6. Joint – An appointment when the person is regularly participating in the teaching and/or graduate supervision responsibilities of more than one academic department/unit.
7. Research – An appointment when the person is engaged primarily in research.
8. Clinical – An appointment in conjunction with a professional position in a hospital or other clinical environment.
9. Courtesy – An unpaid appointment which may include special academic privileges such as voting in departmental affairs.
Persons appointed with this status may or may not be otherwise affiliated with the University.
10. Honorary/Honoris Causa – An unpaid appointment of an individual having distinction and honor in his/her field, but who does not possess the normal requirements for the position.
11. Emeritus – An honorary title which may be conferred at retirement in recognition of distinguished service.
12. Affiliate – An appointment when a person participates in some functions of other academic departments/units.
13. Joint College – An appointment to a college/unit administered jointly by more than one university. Although appointed and employed by only one of the participating universities, each person so designated is considered an employee of the other participating universities for purposes of carrying out the teaching, research, and service responsibilities of the college/unit.
14. Phased Retirement – An appointment under the provisions of the Phased Retirement Program.
15. Multi-Year – An appointment which extends beyond one academic or fiscal year.

(b) A & P Appointment Modifiers:
1. Regular – A continuing appointment or an original temporary appointment which may be followed by a continuing appointment. The appointment modifier is not included in the title.
2. Provisional – An appointment of a person not fully qualified, but who is expected to acquire such qualifications in a short period of time.
3. Acting – A limited time appointment that includes the assumption of additional or replacement duties.
4. Visiting – An appointment of a person having professional qualifications, when either the person or the position is not expected to be available for more than a limited period of time.
5. Emeritus – An honorary title which may be conferred at retirement in recognition of distinguished service.
6. Multi-Year – An appointment which extends beyond one academic or fiscal year.

(c) USPS Appointment Modifiers:
1. Regular – A continuing appointment after successful completion of the designated probationary period for the class.
2. Probationary – An appointment to a position in a class for the designated period, where the employee meets the minimum qualifications for the position. Continuous successful performance in a class with the appointment modifier of temporary may be counted toward completion of the required probationary period. The decision to count such time toward completion of the probationary period shall be made at the time the employee is initially appointed with probationary status.
3. Trainee – An appointment to a law enforcement position prior to receiving a Certificate of Compliance, except that the employee must, within 180 consecutive days following such appointment, be actively enrolled in the training program to obtain the certificate. Trainee status is also used when the employee has not passed a required examination but meets the minimum qualifications for the position; the employee is not fully qualified but is expected to acquire such qualification in a short period of time; or the appointment is under a cooperative education program, a vocational rehabilitation program, an approved university training program, or an apprenticeship program.
4. Temporary – An appointment to provide a nonpermanent assignment to a vacant position; to replace an employee on leave, temporarily promoted or reassigned; or to overlap one employee with another for training purposes.
5. Emergency – An appointment for no more than 3 months when a vacancy must be filled immediately due to an emergency. Such appointments may be made without regard to the employee’s training and experience or other provisions of these rules.
6. Time-limited – An appointment to a position funded by contract and grant, auxiliaries, or local funds, as appropriate, for a particular project, enterprise, or specified period. Such designation must be made to the position at the time of recruitment. A time-limited position shall have the same rights as a position with a regular appointment modifier, except such position shall not have rights provided for layoff and recall.

Specific Authority 240.209(1), (3)(f) FS. Law Implemented 240.209(1), (3)(f), 240.246, 775.16 FS. History–New 1-24-96, Amended 8-17-99.

6C-5.915 Compensation.
(1) Pay actions shall be administered consistent with the following provisions.
(2) The Board shall establish and maintain the pay ranges for A & P and USPS. Legislatively approved pay range additives or competitive area differentials (CAD) shall be added to the pay range for those USPS classes within the geographic area specified in the approval. Pay shall not exceed the maximum of the pay range including the CAD without the approval of the Chief Administrative Officer.
(3) Base rate of pay is the pay provided employees not including any additives as provided for in paragraph (6)(h), below. Regular rate of pay is an employee’s base rate of pay plus any other pay which may be necessary to meet the requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Hourly pay is computed based on 2088 work hours annually. A factor of 26.1 is used for annualizing biweekly pay.
   (a) An employee must be in pay status in order to receive a pay increase of any kind.